Please read the user guide carefully before you use this product.
1. Interface

![Main Page](image1)

- Main page slide left to assistant page, and slide right to setting page

2. Functional Key Description

![Key Description](image2)

- Play, pause, play randomly, stop, mute, forward, next

- VOL -, VOL +, Return, close, open files, home, playing state

3. Music and movies instructions

In the main interface, click on the icon of the music/movie into the player. Music player supports MP3, WMA, WAV music formats, film transmitters support RMVB, AVI, WMV, MP4, 3GP movie format player.

4. Video

The system has got 2 AV input, one of AV is connect to DVD input, and AV2 is connect with rearview camera. In the main program interface, click video icon, and it will get into video monitor. Once the car rool back in, and the it will Swift to AV2 reversing rearview function, the AV2 reversing rearview function will exit automatically. When reversing turn back. After get into video (AV1), when touch the Screen and the top right corner will show a return key, click it and exit the application program. It can not exit the video monitor program When you r reversing. If you need to play the program from breakpoint, pls click the play progress bar, choose the playing time.

5. Navigation

Below the main program interface, pls click the Navigation icon, get into navigation program.

Remark: the first time for using the Navigation software, you need to set the navigation pathname in the navigation Setting program interface.

In the navigation procedure, the operation is related with Map. So, it wont mention here no more.

Navigation Setting

Pls touching to slide the screen in the main page and click The navigation mark, get into the navigation pathname setting.

Example Picture 1 show below:

![Navigation Setting](image3)

6. Display Setting

Pls get into the display setting below the setting page, you can adjust the brightness of the screen and select a language. Pls click the get back the main page after setting.

7. Adjustment

Every completely power down in the device, when the loading is complete, it will automatically enter the proofing process. If GPS touching is not sensitive, it can enter the adjusting page to adjust touching. Below the setting page, pls click the Adjust icon, and enter the adjustment setting, it will automatically exit after Adjusting finished.
8 General Settings

Below the setting interface, pls click the general icon, it will enter the general setting interface, it can set it as system sound vol, touch key Sound vol, FM transmitter setting. When FM transmitted, pls click FM switch firstly, open it FM transmitter, you will see the current frequency point in the middle of the screen at this moment. If you wanna change it, you can click the all frequency point showing, or click “+0.2MHz” and “-0.2MHz” optional key to be adjusting. After setting completed, pls click the narrow get back to setting main page.

9. Common fault solve

In the illegal operation or unnormal state, the local system may crash phenomenon occurs, it only need a small diameter tubular goods from the reset button hole, press the reset button to restart.